
Dr Lidija Čuček obtained her first PhD in the field of Chemical Engineering in 2013, and she 

is doing her second PhD in Information Technology. During her first PhD she worked mostly 

with sustainable synthesis of bioprocesses and biomass supply networks. Besides research 

work she has delivered several undergraduate courses which were based on computer-aided 

system engineering. She has an advanced knowledge of modelling systems for mathematical 

programming and optimisation GAMS and MIPSYN, knowledge of computing environment 

Matlab, Scilab, GNU Octave, Wolfram Mathematica, tool for modelling, simulating and 

analysing dynamic systems Simulink, Berkeley Madonna, software for Life Cycle 

Assessment GaBi, basic knowledge of web page design with Macromedia Dreamweaver and 

several others. She is the (co)-author of several peer reviewed research publications in the 

field of sustainable biomass and bioenergy process, environmental impact assessment, supply 

network synthesis and process integration. She was author or co-author of several invited 

lectures and was invited reviewer for 13 scientific international journals in the field of energy, 

sustainability assessment and cleaner production. Lidija is currently working mostly on an 

EU-funded project EFENIS (Efficient Energy Integrated Solutions for Manufacturing 

Industries). 

 

Dr Čuček will give lecture "Optimization and synthesis for sustainable use of energy". The 

main topics that will be addressed during the lecture: 

− assessment methods for sustainable development within multi-objective optimisation 

− synthesis of sustainable bio refinery supply networks 

− synthesis of a dynamic companies supply network under uncertainty 

− transhipment based framework for energy targeting and retrofitting industrial sites for 

fixed and flexible designs.  



Jernej Hosnar is a junior researcher at the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical 

engineering in Maribor. He is finishing his PhD study in the Laboratory for Process 

Systems Engineering and Sustainable Development. His work is based on 

mathematical programming and optimization of industrial chemical processes. During 

the three years of his PhD study, he worked on developments of mathematical 

models of chemical processes for the nearby company. These models had been 

simulated with computer-aided softwares, like Aspen Plus®, Aspen Hysys®, and 

Super Pro Designer®. Process schemes were further dealt with mathematical 

programming techniques and optimised using GAMS modelling system. Knowledge 

of mathematical programming could provide different aspects of sustainable 

development.     

 

He is the author and co-author of several peer-reviewed research publications in the 

field of reconstruction techniques in industrial chemical processes, energy efficiency, 

supply network synthesis and process integration. His work belongs to the field of 

energy, sustainability assessment, and cleaner production, and was presented at 

several domestic and foreign conferences, in Slovenia, Italy, Singapore, Malaysia, 

etc. 

 

Jernej Hosnar is currently working on the development of methodology for retrofits 

and minimum energy designs of existing industrial chemical processes with 

combined use of tools such as Aspen and GAMS. The methodology will be presented 

in the PhD thesis, which is expected to be during the next year (2015). 


